The possibilities of conversion of the energy of gravitational surface waves in liquid into a constant reactive flow due to special nonlinear mechanical floating devices (wave-jet converters) are investigated. The last ensure rectification of wave pressure and the effect of wave traction. Physical problems of radiation and scattering wave pressure rectification are considered separately using the examples of concrete devices. A ship model of special construction has been designed and tested. This model effectively converts ship's pitching immediately into a constant jet flow without using any external sources of energy. The ship's motion is characterized by an average Froude number Fr=0.14 and average forward velocity exceeding the velocities of liquid particles in the wave field. This ship presents a uniflow wave jet propulsive device.
INTRODUCTION
The radiation resistance Z rad of any oscillatory degree of freedom of any non-onedimensional emitter of finite dimensions in a fluid non-viscous medium is zero at zero frequency v = 0 (i.e. Z rad (v = 0) = 0). This is unlike the radiation resistance _ Z rad (v = 0) > 0 of the same emitter in any non-fluid medium, in which every particle has fixed predetermined coordinates of rest. This is why the constant in time radiation pressure is necessarily connected with flow generation in liquid. By wave pressure rectification we will mean the transformation of the energy of surface gravitational water waves of any finite frequency (v 0) into a field of zero frequency (v = 0) or in other words -into a flow. This transformation is concentrated immediately at the boundary of some floating body. Further description is connected with the following aspects of the problem of interaction between waves and flow in liquid [1] . a) Conversion of emitter's oscillation into a constant flow. This direction is connected with the problem of acoustical flows [1] and vibromechanical ferry transportation [2] , when the nonlinearity of the waveguiding medium and/or boundary conditions causes time constant flow of a liquid or friable material via some section. Such a flow generated by wave or vibration field with amplitude of oscillation velocity ~ | U iw | at some conditions can cause a reactive jet force ~ | U iw | 2 (radiation pressure), which can be used in a vibration-or wave-propulsion device, like the ones described in [3] [4] [5] . This way of jet flow generation we call the rectification of the wave pressure when the radiation space diagram is significantly anisotropic in the direction of radiation pressure or wave traction. Total energy losses for the support of vibration field interpreted as energy losses for control W C are much more than jet power W J in the problem statement as mentioned (W C >> W J ). The mean jet velocity w U J (t) t (and velocity w V(t) t < w U J (t) t of such a vibrational carriage [2] ) cannot exceed | U iw | . Usually w
V(t)
device will be described in item 3 of this paper. b) Conversion of the incident wave field into a constant flow of predetermined direction by means of some devices with nonlinear characteristics. In this case, unlike the problem statement as mentioned, it is possible to find the paths of low energy control of boundary conditions when energy losses W C for control (relay like) can be much less than the energy W J of the resulting jet (W C << W J ). Speculation exists that analogous mechanisms of motion control can be used by dolphins [6] near perturbed water surface. Most of the known mechanisms of forward motion of some device due to wave background are reduced to anisotropy [2] of resistance force of fluid flow round. However the forward motion velocity w V (t) t of such vibration carriages [2] can't exceed amplitude (~|U iw| ) of the fluid particles oscillation velocity in the wave background field. This is due to the fact that fluid particles must overtake the vibration carriage in order to act on it. The carriage's dropping behind fluid particles in the wave field is different in <<positive>> and <<negative>> phases of the wave and this is the only reason for the average forward motion of a traditional vibration carriage. To achieve the velocities w V(t) t > | U iw| it seems well to use the known mechanism [7] of motion of a tape-like (plane) snake in water. The snake is cutting (by its head) a <<rigid>> and <<slippery>> sinuous channel in the water and pushing away along this channel due to special space-time distribution of bending stresses in its tape-like body. In our case of interest this channel is assumed ready and deformed in time by the wave field and the snake (with the tape's cross section horizontally oriented) must switch on (or off) elasticity of its body at special points and at special moments in time without any energy losses. Such a low energy parametric control is connected with the scattering of incident waves and jet generation. So further we will call this process the rectification of scattering wave pressure with corresponding anisotropy of the scattering space diagram in the direction of wave traction. The last is tending to zero if the carriage's velocity V is tending to the wave phase velocity U p . Thus at any small resistance (usually growing together with V ) the carriage, based on pressure of re-radiated (or scattered) waves, has maximum V. This maximum value V max is limited by U p (see 4.2). The jet flow velocity U J is not bounded by this limit. In section 4.4.3 experiments confirm [5] the possibility of the following change in hierarchy of the main parameters: from {V < U J << U W < U P }> {W C >> W J } to {U J > V > U W }> {V < U P }> {W C << W J }. One could refer direction (b) to the problem of wave electric power plants [8] too. However we are searching for solutions without any interim forms of energy (like electric power or rotation of the screw propeller), i.e. direct conversion of waves into a jet. Devices for the wave pressure rectification considered below have anisotropic (in power) space diagrams of radiation. It is impossible to design such diagrams by means one degree of freedom (dipole or monopole for instance). It is necessary to combine several <<linearly independent>> degrees of freedom with mutual phase difference not divisible by p . The near field of each degree of freedom is scattered by other degrees with scattering characteristics modulated in time. As a result at V = 0 the integral constant wave traction force F = (I 
A WAVE PROPULSIVE DEVICE BASED ON ITS RADIATION
We will consider a wave propulsive device (WPD) which converts electric power supplied W C into wave traction due to the radiation of waves with energy W rad << W C . We consider radiation of waves in a liquid medium by some oscillating boundary as a control operation. This control requires high energy losses relation to
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the energy W J of the jet generated (i.e. W C >> W rad >> W J ). Let us consider two identical circle pistons A and B ( Fig. 1-a 
and represents the force of wave traction acting on this pair of pistons with tangential coordinates fixed. Now let us estimate the energetic effectiveness of the wave pressure rectification as a relation between wave traction force (1) and power W -T radiated by both pistons
The effect of the wave pressure rectification is maximum at the following <<resonant>> conditions:
when at kd = p / 2, i.e. at n = 0 one gets from (2) the value
which is 5 times less, than h = 1 / c, obtained in [3] for one-dimensional waves in a string. In the system considered, each piston rectifies the wave running from the neighbour. Averaging in time mutual actions are summed with identical signs (in phase), when condition (3) is satisfied. The radiation field of each piston is monopole-like but the scattering field is dipole-like. The effect of rectification of the radiation wave pressure may be interpreted as modulation of the moment of
dipole scattering of the pistons. The azimuthal distribution of radiation power at angles 0 f < 2p is of the form ~cos 2 (f /2) (see Fig. 1-b 
and an antisymmetric <<dipole>> component ( Fig. 1-c )
It is easy to check that the amplitudes of vectors are identical a s = a a and with the same phase difference p / 2, i.e. w a -w s = p / 2.
(8) The pressure on the pistons constant in time (at constant tangential coordinates of pistons in screen) can be supported only by a constant flow of waveguiding liquid medium like acoustic streaming [9] for instance.
Pair of a floats.
The rectification of radiation wave pressure was tested in an experiment with water surface gravitational waves [4, 5] . The scheme of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2-a Besides the pair of wave emitters (pistons or floats) as referred to it is possible to get the effect of radiation pressure rectification and wave traction when some long rigid body (ship) is oscillating along its length (ship's pitching) on a water surface. We assume that incident waves are absent, water takes place 0 z < + `(air takes z < 0 ), water is nonviscous and described by velocity potential c (x,y,z,t), which satisfies Laplace's equation D c = 0 and boundary condition c / t / t -gc / z = 0 on the water-free surface z = 0. We consider the ship taking space between two rigid surfaces -
D y denotes thickness scale, D x = length scale, D z = depth scale ( Fig. 4-a) . Now let us assume that this ship follows some forced (independently of water action on a ship) sinusoidal trajectory in time, described by <<monopole>> component z sh ( (Fig. 1-b 
(r w = water mass density, g = gravitational acceleration). Maximum energetic effectiveness (see (2))
is achieved at
and
we obtain a wave traction force
Maximum energetic effectiveness
is achieved at the same phase difference (12) (w z -w q ) opt = p / 2 and The mechanism of radiation pressure rectification, described in this section 3.3, based on the phase relation between monopole and dipole types of oscillations and an anisotropic space diagram of radiation, we will further call phase mechanism. 
3.4. Some notes on the phase mechanism of radiation wave pressure rectification. The approximation considered above of a thin ship permits formulation of some notes and qualitative generalizations concerning the creation of wave traction by the pitching of a ship with form factor (9) symmetric along x.
(1 Some other notes on phase mechanism described above. In spite of the obvious asymmetry of the result (one directional force and flow) this mechanism doesn't require geometrical asymmetry of a ship as the case of a pair of floats in item 2.2 too. Low energetic effectiveness (4,11,14) of conversion of radiation wave pressure into a low wave traction is caused by too wide space diagram of radiation. It is possible more high effectiveness for linearly extended multi element systems with narrow space diagram of radiation. This is like an approximation to the upper limit of effectiveness corresponding to the one dimensional case described in [3] .
WAVE PROPULSIVE DEVICE BASED ON THE ENERGY OF WAVE BACKGROUND
Usually a large open basin with water has some background of gravitational surface waves with some characteristic length ~ l iw , period ~ t iw and amplitude ~ A iw of vertical shift. The mechanical energy of the wave background is represented in oscillatory form and this causes difficulty in its practical applications. Section 4 is devoted to the design of a special ship for immediate conversion of wave energy into forward motion. The mechanism of the wave engine in an ideal case should not absorb the energy of incident waves. The wave's action on the ship is the consequence of wave scattering on it. Thus such a process of wave background conversion into a jet, as in section 3, one can interpret as rectification of the pressure of reradiated field or, in other words, scattered wave field. But unlike section 3 we will get sufficiently high velocities U J and V of jet and ship model satisfying the relation U J > V > (A iw / t iw ) without any energy losses for wave control W C = 0. 
Maximum forward velocity of a ship.
To determine the maximum possible forward velocity of a ship with a wave propulsive device let us consider the following statement of the problem with a onedimensional vibration field of vertical shifts j (x,t) of the free surface of heavy
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nonviscous liquid (in nonperturbed balanced state j = 0). Above the liquid free surface the horizontal rigid plane ceiling Ce (see Fig. 5 ) is placed. (t) , t] . Further let us assume that at the status "0" of device "FE" and coordinate x tr (t*) of trolley Tr at some moment t* simultaneously fulfilled both conditions.
[j / x (x tr (t*), t*) > 0] > [j / t (x tr (t*), t*) > 0].
Now at the moment t* let one switch "FE" from status "0" to status "1" fixing the value H (t*) = H*. Simultaneous action of pressure of the liquid surface j and ceiling Ce ensures an inelastic blow during time t C , much less than the characteristic time scale of the field j (x,t). This blow gives velocity
[x tr (t*), t*] to the trolley Tr. At the moment t*+t C some control algorithm initializes switching "1" Ý "0" of the device "FE" and further the system is waiting next satisfying condition (15). It is easy to make sure that real imperfect conditions (<<soft>> free surface of liquid <<soft>> ceiling Ce, finite mass of trolley Tr ...etc) can lead only to decreasing of the acceleration effect.
Taking into consideration the form j (x,t) ~ cos[v t -k(x -
)] of liquid surface deformation one finds that condition (15) of the trolley's acceleration can be ensured at
only. So the vibrational carriage considered can get energy from the vibrational field only till its forward velocity (including peak pulse velocity) is less than the phase velocity of vibrational waves. In other words in the presence of any small resistance ensures the forward velocity V = x / tr (t) of the vibrational carriage can't exceed the phase velocity U p (see section 2) which is equal to U p = Î W W gl iw / W 2p in infinitely deep water for instance.
Resonant rectification of the background wave pressure.
Here in section 4.3. we will consider the model of a wave-jet engine based on the following concept: the wave-field of the water surface vertical shifts z iw (t) and pitch angles q iw (t) causes the ship's pitching with monopole z sh (t) and dipole q sh (t) components. These components at D x l -1 iw << 1 ensure a vertical force F z~ (z sh -z iw ) (Fig. 6-a) and a force moment F q~ (q sh = q iw ) (Fig. 6-b) , with which water acts on a ship's hull (i.e. incident ad scattered waves besides hydrostatic forces) which is assumed symmetric along x. Having the phase difference~ p / 2 between nonzero F z and F q we can get a radiating system analogous to the one described in the section 3.3 with only note: ship's pitching is induced by the incident wave unlike the oscillations induced by some external forces unconnected with water.
The resonant approach to the problem of incident wave pressure rectification assumes that the natural frequencies vq and vz of the dipole and the monopole ship's oscillations correspondingly are tending to the frequency v iw of the incident wave and the following conditions are satisfied:
where Q q ,Q z = quality (ringingness) of the dipole and the monopole types of ship's natural oscillations. The phase-frequency dependence of the monopole and the dipole oscillations near resonance frequencies are very sensitive (due to Q q ,Q z >>1). This is why thorough tuning of v -
iw << 1) gives the phase relations necessary for the wave pressure rectification. The necessary phase difference achieved causes the asymmetry of the resulting jet in water. However the ship's forward motion inevitably breaks the phase balance achieved before. These circumstances cause unattractive practical aspects of resonant approach described before. Note that for the ship symmetric along x the effect of wave pressure rectification is absent if the wave field is isotropic along x. But for the ship asymmetric along x (Fig. 6 ) wave traction is nonzero at isotropic wave field as well. On the action of long wave with vertical shift z iw (t) (a) and angle q iw (t) (b) on the short ship with coordinates q sh (t) and z sh (t) at D x l -1 iw <<1
Non-resonant rectification of the background wave pressure.
The absence of any fixed mechanical support for control (like a ceiling Ce in item 4.2 for instance) of the floating ship model is a significant difficulty in the design of incident wave pressure rectifiers. There is only the free surface of the liquid for support. In the general case this forces us to take into account the natural oscillations of the ship on a liquid surface. So to simplify the problem further we will assume the ship model light and satisfying nonresonant conditions (unlike 17):
The device for wave background pressure rectification described below represents the uniflow jet wave engine. It is a slightly conical tube with half circle cross section. The walls of this tube combine: boundary conditions of the free liquid surface; rigid and elastic boundary conditions; continuous transition of pressure via the boundary. Due to this combination the engine converts (1) oscillatory deformations, (2) normal oscillatory velocities, (3) Triangular form of the plate together with conical underwater wing w give space anisotropy to a ship both in the horizontal direction (narrow bow and wide stern) and in the vertical direction (due to oscillatory processes bow's tearing of liquid surface is possible, but stern's tearing is impossible); e)
Thin flexible non nontensile film covering up of the wing w. This film increases the wave's blow to the ship's stern and space anisotropy of the ship (see the section 4.4.2); By testing it was found that the half circle shape (f2) of the conical wing's cross section is optimum (not (f1) and (f3) versions in Fig. 7-f) . One other empirical fact: the spacing of two identical (of the same angle, i.e. saving asymmetry) conical wings w both at the stern and bow damped the wave traction effect about 15 times. It is useful to combine several different but nonconflicting mutually physical mechanisms (degrees of freedom) for instance a phase mechanism and a film-like mechanism (section 4.4.2). This permits an increase in the ship's sensitivity relating to the wave field. This means that the ship finds more often the position for wave pressure rectification. One could also combine several identical ships but this leads to more resistance of water and wind.
The construction of a wave engine.
The construction of a ship converting a wave field into a jet flow is presented in Fig.  8 , dimensions are given in centimetres, total mass of the model is 100 g and nonresonant conditions (18) are satisfied. The ship's buoyancy is based on plate 1 of foam plastic. Keel 8 determines direction of forward motion. Rigid directions 7 together with rigid contours 2 and 3 form a rigid frame. The lower part of this frame is overlapped by thick film 5, which forms the soft stern's contour 4. Film 5 is nontensile and soft for bending but will restore its natural shape during a time less than the wave period. The upper part of frame 7 is covered by a light flexible nontensile film 6. At the back of model this film has flexures which allow free (without stresses) deformations. Tending to the contour 3 the flexures are decreasing monotonically up to zero. The embedded part of frame 7 together with films 5,6 play the role of an underwater wing. iw <<1 the ship's mechanical stress can be described by three forces (Fig. 9-b) : inertial force F i (t) caused by liquid mass M -× attached to the wing w ; hydrostatic force F a (t) of liquid displaced; capillary adhesive force F c (t) at the boundary liquid-plate. Roughly speaking one can state that the points x i < x a < x c of application of these forces F i , F a , F c correspondingly are spaced distantly from each other along the ship's axis. Due to the triangular form of the plate P the force F a (t) plays the role of the hinge-like support for dipole (Fig. 4-c) (Fig. 9-b) . (Fig. 7) . Taking into account experiment (section 3.2) one can expect that nonlinear processes near the plane weakly embedded plate P do not add significant change into the phase mechanism (section 3.3) formulated for linear flow near a thin ship.
Local distending of liquid near the ship's bow and (or) stern. Let us assume that the ship's bow is going up (for instance due to liquid surface j lifting near the bow). The conic wing w blocks side liquid flow from the sinking stern ( Fig. 9-a) and does not stop liquid flow under the lifting front of the plate P with an area of decreased pressure. So the bow's lifting together with the stern's sinking are forming a jet flow which ensures wave traction. The model's mechanical stresses at the bow's sinking are much less than in the position described below because in this phase mechanical stress is caused: a) by the small weight of plate P; b) by the liquid surface deformation j (x i ,t) at the stern with (taking into account the hinge-like role of force
5.8 times less than for the same deformation at the bow. On the other hand, wave pressure rectification is expressed by the fact that the lifting of liquid at the bow gives a contribution to jet flow under P unlike the lifting of liquid at the stern which corresponds to the idling half period of the wave engine. 
Meniscus mechanism.
Yet another possible mechanism of wave pressure rectification and jet forming is connected with phenomena of meniscus (space area near the contact hull-liquid-air) or capillary properties of liquids. At the bow's moving up by the wave field meniscus (and some amount of liquid involved) is running to the stern with a velocity which can be more than even the phase velocity of the waves. The wave field makes mechanical work to move the meniscus to the stern. A narrow bow ensures stable anisotropy of the meniscus run at the plate's P tearing the liquid surface.
Film-like mechanism.
The film f ( fig. 10 ) covers the underwater wing w and rectifies wave pressure on the stern. Due to the capillary effects and film's flexibility all its surface (excluding flexures) contacts and copies the liquid surface. So for the waves of zero amplitude f is equivalent to a free liquid surface. However for the wave of any finite amplitude this film means some nonlinear threshold element which is switching on monotonically from the free surface (contour 2 in Fig. 8, maximum flexures) at the Vlaqdimir V. Arabadzhi back of the stern to zero freedom of liquid surface (at contour 3 in Fig. 8, zero  flexures) at the back of the plate P. The conic film f (Fig. 10-a,c) accumulates some mass and impulse of the liquid, more than for instance at the wave's blow to a nonstreamlined rigid stern without film. Let us assume that the liquid level at the stern has moved up due to some reason (wave field, ship's oscillations...). Therefore at some moment when the film's flexures became settled this liquid volume bounded by film becomes separated from the wave field of velocities. As a result of this nonelastic blow liquid inside the film gets the velocity of the ship or contrary the ship gets velocity of the liquid, taking into account the ratio M -× >> M o . The mechanical impulse of the liquid involved in this blow-like interaction between film and liquid is proportional to the vertical gradient of vertical velocities in the wave field. Nonlinear discrimination at wave pressure rectification is expressed by the fact that the liquid level going down (due to any reasons, Fig. 10-b) In the absence of waves the plane of plate 1 (Fig. 8) 22 cm/s of liquid particles in the wave field with phase velocity U p = 83.3cm/s. In the jet flow pulse of characteristic duration t J~ 0.15s the peak value of the ship's forward velocity was V max~ 80cm/s with Fr max = 0.37. Fig. 11 presents characteristic oscillations of velocities U iw (t) of liquid particles in the wave field and also velocities V(t) of a typical vibrational carrier (Fig. 11 a-b) and V(t) of the model Wave Jet Converters JOURNAL OF LOW FREQUENCY NOISE, VIBRATION AND ACTIVE CONTROLdesigned (Fig. 11-c) . The last did not have back motions (recoil) in <<negative phases>> of waves after the model's jerks in <<positive phases>> of waves. With the models horizontal position fixed the wave traction force was measured by a simple device (horizontal force -plumb's angle shift). The time averaged wave traction force was F -T 0.5 x 10 -2 N and its peak value was about F max~ 4 x 10 -2 N. The experiment has shown that the model's effectiveness (i.e. module and sign of wave traction force) does not depend on the wave's direction (along forward or along back) due to the model's natural oscillations of buoyancy. However the device investigated has so called <<dead points>> where the effect of wave traction tends to zero. This appears when the rotary center of pitching is spaced in the point x* of zero liquid surface curvature (j / x / x (x*,t) 0) in the standing wave field for instance. In this case the ship's construction. An analogous trivial case occurs for an incident wave propagating perpendicularly to the ship's axis. In considering the waves of different wavelength and identical amplitudes we should note that the most powerful wave traction (relating to wave's amplitude, i.e. F -T / A iw ) corresponds the waves of length l iw~ D x . The action of waves of smaller wavelengths, especially l iw << D x , is smaller due to spatial averaging along the plate 1 (Fig. 7) . This is caused by the bipolar character of the displaced liquid volume q (item 4.4.2) along plate 1, smoothing the liquid surface's curvature. 2 . So at increasing of forward velocity V(t) our ship takes energy from more and more long waves with less and less effectiveness. It was stated empirically that wave-jet conversion is most effective when the apex of the conical wing w is spaced in the bow (on the plate P) point of contact air-hull-liquid in hydrostatics and at conic's angle D 15°. Fig.11 shows an experimentally obtained structure of the flow behind a moving ship. The model is moving by jerks not only due to jerks of wave traction but also due to very small longitudinal inertial mass M Ö 100 g of model. Due to this the resistance of viscosity and the perturbed liquid surface has time to almost stop (V(t) = 0) for a moment in each idling half period of the wave engine and incident wave. To smooth in time the model's forward velocity one could increase its total mass, but this would break the nonresonant oscillatory regime (18) desired and decrease the wave traction effect. We can increase M Ö at constant total mass (in air) of the model when some ship is being towed by our wave propulsive device.
CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that (a) nonzero dipole and (b) nonzero monopole amplitudes of oscillations of some bodies in fluid with (c) phase difference between each other indivisible by p cause the effect of wave traction and reactive flow. Wave-jet converters or rectifiers for radiation (item 2.2) and scattering (item 2.3) pressure have been designed and investigated experimentally. The efficiency of the model designed is far from maximum relating to power (item 2.1) and velocity (item 3.2).
